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Abstract
Ultrawide-bandgap semiconductors have an important role for many applications ranging from
power electronics to photonics. The semiconductor material with the largest bandgap is alu-
minum nitride with a maximum bandgap of 6.28 eV, corresponding to a wavelength trans-
parency extending to 197 nm. The large transparency window makes aluminum nitride a
promising optical material for applications that span from the infrared to ultraviolet. Along
with these properties, aluminum nitride is a non-centrosymmetric crystal allowing exploita-
tion of the second order nonlinearity and the electro-optic effect. This thesis will cover the
synthesis of the material, a number of characterization techniques that verify the quality of
the material, and conclude with applications for the synthesized material.
To date we have demonstrated an ultrawide-bandgap semiconductor photonics platform
based on nanocrystalline aluminum nitride (AlN) on sapphire. This photonics platform guides
light at low loss from the ultraviolet (UV) to the visible spectrum, though is transparent
from 200 -15,000 nm. We measured ring resonators with intrinsic quality factor (Q) exceed-
ing 170,000 at 638 nm and Q >20,000 down to 369.5 nm, which shows a promising path
for low-loss integrated photonics in UV and visible spectrum. The nonlinear, electro-optic,
and piezo-electric properties of AlN make it a promising active material for controlling and
connecting atomic and atom-like quantum memories, coherent qubit transduction, entangled
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Photons are the ideal choice as the long distant carrier of quantum information due to their
room temperature operation, resistance to decoherence, and the ability to travel only on
the energy required for their generation. These same properties combined with the speed
of light travel make photons ideally suited for fast processing of quantum information [1,
2], connections for quantum networks [1, 3–5], transmission to space [6] , and ultra-secure
communications [7]. There are many different methods of photon generation ranging from
atomic emissions [1], defect sites in lattices [8, 9], quantum dots [10], and nonlinear generation
[11] each of which have their own strengths and weaknesses. Atomic, and defect sites in lattice
systems produce truly single photons with extremely long coherence lengths but the emission
angle encompasses an entire sphere making collection efficiency low. Quantum dots produce
truly single photons, can be growth into optical waveguide structures, but are extremely hard to
make spectrally identical reducing the scalability. For these reasons nonlinear optics provides
some of the most prevalently used processes to create these photons, typically through the two
main processes of spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) and spontaneous four-wave
mixing (SFWM). From either of these processes a pair of bi-photons (correlated) photons are
created which obey momentum and energy conservation with respect to the excitation laser
and the generating material. The photons are always produced in pairs allowing one of the
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pair to be detected, heralding the arrival of a single photon. Though these photons are
not on-demand they are a very reliable bright source of photon pairs. Any of the processes
described above can be used for quantum information science applications to include sensing,
communication, networking, and computation.
Compared with the traditional digital computing architectures prevalent today quantum
architectures and processors rely on interference between the quantum bits (qubits). Where a
qubit is any two level system that showcases the properties of superposition and entanglement.
Superposition is the ability of a system to exist in multiple states at once, and entanglement is
where two or more systems show perfect correlations (non-separable). Each of these properties
make the qubit powerful but fragile. Therefore, phase and amplitude stability of the entire
system is critical which quickly makes the scaling of bulk optics-based systems intractable.
Though there have been many hero experiments performed in bulk optics to push the bound-
aries of just what can be demonstrated. These experiments include large single photon level
entangled state generation, large photon number continuous variable systems, and and nu-
merous solid state qubit experiments. Integrated photonics fills this requirement perfectly,
allowing devices to be fabricated with 10’s of nanometers of precision, repeatable between fab-
rication runs, and designed for packaging to remove environmental fluctuations from impacting
the quantum state.
The final decision is the material choice in which to fabricate the photonic integrated
circuits. There are general factors that are applicable for integrated photonics and even more
critical for quantum applications. First and foremost the intended material must have low
propagation loss so the photons make it through the device. Secondly the material needs some
form of tunability, such as thermo-optic or electro-optic effects. Lastly, the material needs to
be thermally and physically stable to hold the intended form after fabrication.
Which quantum technologies and wavelength regimes exist at present that the photonic
materials need transparency over. Scanning the literature there are a number of technologies
that stand out as candidates which could benefit from integrated photonics. A selected few
from the literature are highlighted in Fig. 1.1. The highlighted technologies consist of the
2 1.1. Introduction
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three leading qubit technologies to date, trapped ions, photons, and superconducting circuits.
These technologies require wavelength transparency in the ultraviolet/visible, visible/near
infrared/infrared, and microwave respectively. Combining all these qubit technologies into a
single platform will require a material transparent over many octaves.
Figure 1.1: The chart shows a subsection of the available quantum technologies with the
corresponding wavelengths of interest. Whether these are used as single photon sources or
quantum memories the interaction wavelengths are noteworthy when the various quantum
technologies must coherently pass quantum information across the platform.
Analyzing the situation from one higher level of abstraction, there are many factors that
come into this decision on the intended device level. From a networking perspective, silicon is
the obvious choice due to the transparency in the infrared (>1100 nm), and the telecommuni-
cations backbone was constructed for the infrared (1250-1650 nm). For free space communica-
tions one wants to transmit in the visible and near infrared (600-850 nm) since the apertures
are smaller due to the shorter wavelength. Lastly for processing and computation quantum
memory needs to be considered which occurs in the ultraviolet, visible, and microwave. With
a vast array of wavelength regimes to consider the final system is heterogenous with compo-
nents optimized for their respective tasks. Ideally an ultrawide-bandgap material would be
chosen allowing for the fabrication of a monolithic platform allowing the future combination
of these quantum technologies as in the cartoon in Fig. 1.2. Research into this platform and
the generation of the photon-based qubits is the subject of this document.
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Figure 1.2: The cartoon illustrates a universal platform serving as a node in a quantum
network containing the necessary components of memory, qubit sources, processing circuitry,
and coherent state transduction.
In the rest of the section is a brief overview of nonlinear optics, integrated photonics, and
material selection will be described. This will be followed by prior and current state of the
art research in the area, our contributions to this research, conclusions, and concluded with
future research.
1.2 Nonlinear Optics
In our day-to-day interactions with the world the photon flux, or intensity, is low enough
that what we are use to is classified as linear optics. This means that as with any material,
an incident time varying electric field will cause a change in the material which will cause
a change in the electric field. This is apparent when looking at the final form of the wave
equation (shown below) where the left side describes the change in the electric field and the
right side describes the material response.







The left side describes the polarization of the material, specifically how the material re-
acts to an applied electric field. In the low field flux regime, the material exhibits a linear
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dependence with the applied field.
~P (t) = ε0χ
(1) ~E(t) (1.2.2)
Where χ(1) is the linear susceptibility of the material. As the applied field strength in-
creases, this relationship does not hold true and the polarizability must be expressed in a more
general form as a power series.
~P (t) = ε0[χ
(1) ~E(t) + χ(2) ~E2(t) + χ(3) ~E3(t) + χ(4) ~E4(t) + ...] (1.2.3)
This regime of high field strength is easily achieved with the output light from a laser.
This is when the higher order susceptibilities, such as the second χ(2) and χ(3) third order
effects become significant. When using these susceptibilities this description assumes that the
tensors are diagonal, and that the tensor corresponds to a specific crystal plane [12, 13].
In practice this material response is extremely useful and allows for the modification of
an applied input field into a desired output field. This commonly witnessed to produce wave-
lengths of light that are not available directly from a laser. An example of this is green laser
pointers which contain a nonlinear material which converts infrared light into green light.
This process is called second harmonic generation (SHG) and is enabled by the χ(2) present
in non-centrosymetric materials. The process is the effect of three interacting waves, some-
times referred to as three-wave mixing, where two photons of a lower energy combine to a
single photon of higher energy, while always obeying energy and momentum conservation of
the system. In this specific case the two lower energy photons are spectrally degenerate but
that is not a fundamental constraint, as the general process where the photons are spectrally
non-degenerate is called sum frequency generation.
~P (t) = ε0[χ
(1) ~E(t) + χ(2) ~E2(t) + χ(3) ~E3(t) + χ(4) ~E4(t) + ...] (1.2.4)
Input the field:
~E(t) = ~Ee−iωt + c.c. (1.2.5)
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Analyzing the second term of the polarizability:
~P 2(t) =ε0χ
(2)[ ~Ee−iωt + c.c. ~Ee−iωt + c.c.] (1.2.6)
~P 2(t) =ε0χ
(2)[2 ~E ~E∗ + ~E2e−i2ωt + c.c.] (1.2.7)
~P 2(t) =2ε0χ
(2) ~E ~E∗ + ε0χ
(2) ~E2e−i2ωt + c.c. (1.2.8)
The last equation shows that there is now the generation of a wave at twice the frequency,
consequently twice the energy. This is the process of second harmonic generation, a special
case of sum frequency generation. The sister process of this is, difference frequency generation
is often used to convert photon from the visible to the infrared.
It is interesting to note that all these processes are reversible, such that a single photon of
higher energy can be converted to two photons of lower energy. The reverse process is called
spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) and crucial since it is one of the fundamental
techniques for the generation of photon pairs used in quantum photonics shown in Fig. 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Energy diagrams representing the pump and signal/idler structure for energy
degeneracy in spontaneous parametric downconversion.
If the material of interest is centrosymmetric there is no access to the second order suscep-
tibility and one must move to the next higher order term, the third order susceptibility. This
process is called four wave mixing where two input pump photons create two new photons
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from the interaction. These photons that are produced are a bi-photon pair just as in SPDC
and useable as such. In the diagram below it can be seen that two photons, either spectrally
degenerate or non-degenerate, enter a material (silicon for example). Interaction between the
pump photons and the material will produce two new photons that must preserve energy and
momentum conservation, hence meeting the phase matching conditions. This process has ap-
plications beyond the scope described here such as for the generation of pulsed lasers, comb
generation, and supercontinuums. This is due to the fact that initially in a material with
a single pump wavelength, two spectrally degenerate photons will interfere with themselves
producing two new wavelengths. These new wavelengths though can now interfere as well
producing new wavelengths, thus the process self-perpetuates adding new wavelengths and
spectrally broadening the bandwidth of the original source.
Figure 1.4: Energy diagrams representing the pump and signal/idler structure for energy
degeneracy in spontaneous four wave mixing.
The last quality of the third order susceptibility that becomes relevant for photons, espe-
cially where loss is of concern is two photon absorption (TPA). Two photon absorption stems
from the imaginary component of the third order susceptibility, just like linear absorption
comes from the imaginary portion of the first order term. The manifestation of TPA comes
when the sum of two photons is greater than the material bandgap and then they can be
absorbed, causing added loss to the system. This is a case where ultrawide-bandgap materials
shine as the required single photon energy is very large for this process to occur.
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1.3 Integrated Photonics
Bulk optics are the conventional platform for the demonstration of these experiments over
the years but the platforms scalability become quickly intractable. Combining the scalability
requirement with the need for phase stability, and increased electric field intensity for the
generation of photon pairs, integrated photonics is the logical path to follow. Integrated
photonics is just the process of confining light (photons) to structures on an integrated chip,
such as a silicon waveguide. The waveguides follow the same constraints as optical fibers where
total internal reflection past the critical angle due to the index of refraction difference between
the higher index core, and lower index cladding confine the light to the core. The higher the








Integrated photonics has the added benefit that structures are not limited to the constraints
imposed by that of optical fiber. The only limit now is the quality and resolution of the
fabrication equipment at a university or industrial partner. This allows for the creation of
integrated analogs of conventional fundamental bulk optic components such as cavities (ring
resonators), beamsplitters (evanescent couplers), filters (Bragg gratings) to name a few. The
final question comes as to the material of choice for the integrated waveguides.
1.4 Materials
A number of materials exist that make excellent candidates for integrated photonic platforms.
In this section a number of these materials will be described with their strengths and weak-
nesses. One overall constraint is that eventually the material selected should be able to be
inserted into a foundry process, advancing quantum technologies from the research stage to
commercial viability [14].
Capitalizing on the tremendous investment from the CMOS industry integrated photonics
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Figure 1.5: The chart shows a subsection of the available quantum technologies with the
corresponding wavelengths of interest. Whether these are used as single photon sources or
quantum memories the interaction wavelengths are noteworthy when the various quantum
technologies must coherently pass quantum information across the platform.
in silicon has had the largest growth of any of the available materials. Constructing silicon
photonic devices in a commercial fabrication facility is almost commonplace now for commer-
cial telecommunication components (1250 - 1650 nm) [14]. With a bandgap of 1.1 eV, silicon
has a transparency down to 1100 nm for optical components, and functions as a photodetector
below that range. This makes silicon an ideal material for quantum photonics in the infrared
but rules out the integration of most quantum memories.
The second most common material in commercial foundries is silicon nitride. With a much
larger bandgap of 5 eV, thus transparency down to 250 nm, silicon nitride looks to be an
ideal candidate for a multi-octave spanning photonic platform. It is worth noting that silicon
nitride is polycrystalline when deposited and depending on grain size will act as a scattering
site for short wavelength photonic applications (<400 nm). Above 400 nm silicon nitride is a
great material for quantum photonics for example in comb generation [15], laser radar [16] ,
and biosensing [17].
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Sapphire is transitioning from a bulk optics material to an integrated photonics material
as well. With a tremendously large bandgap of 8.8 eV, sapphire is low loss from 200 nm to
5000 nm. Sapphire has been used to show multiple wavelength photonic circuits for the ion
trapping community [18] and as a doped medium for lasers. The drawbacks of sapphire are
the material hardness making processing difficult, and the lower index contrast between it and
cladding materials requiring larger structures.
Another very promising material which has been in use for a couple decades is lithium
niobate. The material is a staple material in which to make high speed modulators from since
the material exhibits the electro-optic effect (index of refraction change with applied voltage)
due to the crystals non-centrosymmetry. A strong second order nonlinear susceptibility is a
consequence of the non-centrosymmetry with lithium niobate having one of the largest at 27
pm
V [19]. With a bandgap of 4 eV, thus transparency to 310 nm, lithium niobate covers the
visible to the infrared. Though like silicon nitride below 400 nm the material has absorption
which can lead to catastrophic optical damage. The material though is being used for optical
waveguides, and very notably as a source of entangled photons for quantum applications.
Lastly, aluminum nitride (AlN) has one of the widest bandgaps at 6.2 eV of any semicon-
ductor, and transparency to ∼197 nm, with attractive electronic and photonic properties. This
broad transparency from 200 nm to 15,000 nm makes it one of the largest optical windows in
existence next to sapphire. This broad spectrum makes it attractive for applications including
UV spectroscopy [20, 21], optical waveguides for modular quantum computing with atomic
memories [22–26], nonlinear photonics throughout the UV to infrared [27], and solar-blind
communications [21]. Many atomic transitions are in the UV or visible (VIS) spectrum, in-
cluding Ytterbium ions (171Yb+), Strontium ions (88Sr+), Barium ions (138Ba+), and nitrogen
vacancy (NV) centers in diamond, which have important optical transitions at 369.5 nm, 422
nm, 650 nm, and 637 nm, respectively. Recent work demonstrates the utility of integrated
optics to perform quantum coherent operations on the optical qubit transition of 88Sr+ at 647
nm [28]; the UV transmission of AlN-on-sapphire would also enable 88Sr+ initialization at 422
nm or driving the 369.5 nm wavelength of 171Yb+. Autofluorescence of silicon nitride (SiN)
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presents a challenge for pumping the diamond NV center at 532 nm [29]; this fluorescence
is greatly reduced in AlN-on-sapphire, opening the path to large-scale photonic integrated
circuits for atom-like qubits in diamond.
Electro-optic modulation presents an important capability in many applications, such as
architectures for modular quantum computing. AlN has a relatively large electro-optic coeffi-
cient, and fast electro-optic modulation (∼4.5 Gb/s) has been demonstrated with AlN’s high
c-axis electro-optic coefficient (r33 = 1 pm/V) using sputtered AlN [30, 31]. Piezo-electric ac-
tuation of photonic devices has also been shown with optomechanical resonators [32] and can
potentially achieve very high modulation depth [33] and can potentially be used to frequency
transduce from the optical to the microwave for superconducting qubits. Lastly, AlN has a
high second order nonlinear susceptibility χ(2) (4.7 pm/V) [34, 35], as well as a third order
nonlinear susceptibility with Kerr coefficient comparable to that of SiN (the n2 for TE-like
mode in the (001) plane is estimated to be (2.3 ± 1.5) × 10-15 cm2/W) [36]. These nonlinear
properties allow for a number of nonlinear optical processes [37–39], including second har-
monic generation [34, 40], sum/difference frequency generation [41], photon pair generation
by spontaneous parametric down conversion [42], and four-wave mixing [36, 43]. The combi-
nation of the ultrawide-bandgap with these nonlinear and electro-optic properties make AlN a
promising platform we have chosen for quantum devices and for other high-performance optics
applications.




Prior State of the Art
2.1 Characterization of Aluminum Nitride Films
This section will cover an array of different characterization techniques from the literature
that can be used to characterize aluminum nitride and its alloys. The characterization of
nanomaterials is a vastly growing research area as these materials become prevalent and as
the structures continue to reduce in physical size. For example, the general rule of thumb is
that the resolution limit of an imaging system is half the wavelength of the system. Thus, a
microscope using violet light, 400 nm, would have a resolution of 200 nm. This resolution limit
is too coarse for materials one hundred nanometers or less in their dimensions. To characterize
these materials and structures one must utilize different techniques than those often used for
bulk samples. That being said, bulk sample characterization techniques can give indications
of what to expect with the nanomaterials. This can often be the case with materials that
are optically transparent in the visible wavelength regime such as aluminum nitride (AlN).
Aluminum nitride, having a bandgap of approximately 6.2 eV, is optically transparent from 200
to 15,000 nm. Consequently, in the visible wavelength regime one can visually inspect the film
for transparency, giving an indication of the film quality [44, 45]. Defects or other impurities
will cause the material to become optically opaque, increasing from yellow to eventually brown
as the defect concentration increases [46, 47] . As shown in Fig. 2.1, different areas of the
bulk sample of AlN were exposed with a tungsten and deuterium lamp and the output was
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collected with an ultraviolet/visible spectrometer. Collecting the input, T0, and transmitted
light, T , with a spectrometer allowed for a broad bandwidth wavelength scan to be completed
for the sample. Knowing the thickness of the sample, d, allowed for the calculation of the







Figure 2.1: Absorption coefficient vs photon energy plotted for two different substrates (a)
normal, and (b) grown in an oxygen deficient atmosphere [48].
In both plots it is obvious that the more opaque the region the higher the absorption
coefficient red shifts shifts. With the removal of oxygen from the growth atmosphere the
absorption coefficient significantly drops. Deconvolving these curves with Gaussian fits allowed
for the regions contributing to the features to be identified.
Analysis of these different Gaussian curves correlated to distinct absorption bands for the
aluminum vacancy at 3.59 eV, substitutional oxygen at 5 eV, and oxygen-vacancy complexes
at the 4-4.55 eV range and these different defects are visualized in Fig. 2.3. Thus, correlating
to a large oxygen concentration rendering the sample opaque due to the absorption bands in
the 2.5-5 eV range. The yellowish coloration is caused from absorption in the blue spectral
region, giving a peak around 2.78 eV. This coloration does not always correlate to ultraviolet
absorption when the peak is still in the blue regime.
Obtaining defect free AlN, allows one to possess a material with multi-octave spanning
wavelength transparency, along with a material that is non-centrosymmetric in the crystalline
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Figure 2.2: Deconvolution of the absorption spectrum into the Gaussian contributions. The
relate to the following sections of the wafer (a) colorless, (b) yellow, (c) brown, and (d)
transparent region of the oxygen deficient atmosphere wafer [48].
structure allowing access to the second order nonlinearity and the electro-optic effect. This
makes AlN an ideal material for use in optical waveguides for the infrared, visible, and the
ultraviolet. The next section will cover a short introduction to the fabrication of AlN thin
films.
Aluminum nitride is grown in by several different methods depending on the intended ap-
plication. First, the material is most stable in the wurtzite phase and thus the best substrates
are those which have a hexagonal structure closely matching the lattice constant of the mate-
rial. The crystalline structure is shown in Fig. 2.4, which indicates the c and m planes of the
crystal [50–52].
The ideal substrate to grow AlN as with any crystal is a native bulk substrate, and this is
typically grown by sublimation and condensation from a small seed crystal as shown in Fig.2.5.
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Figure 2.3: Visualization showing the different defect states in AlN, (a) aluminum vacancy
and nitrogen vacancies, (b) aluminum vacancy and nitrogen vacancy complex, (c) aluminum
vacancy and oxygen substitutional complex, and (d) aluminum vacancy and oxygen substitu-
tional complex [49].
To minimize defect concentration to the substrate these chambers are purged of oxygen and
other contaminants.
The bulk substrates can be diced and cleaved to produce thinner wafers for the growth of
films [53]. There is research as well on utilizing smart cut technology and selective growth of
two dimensional materials to directly produce high quality thin films from these wafers that
can be transferred to a non-native-based substrate. If AlN native substrates are not used the
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Figure 2.4: Unit cell of AlN showcasing the c and m planes of the individual crystal [12].
Figure 2.5: Growth chamber for AlN bulk substrates through sublimation of AlN raw material
which is heated and then condenses on a seed crystal located at the top of the chamber [53].
typical growth substrates are sapphire (13% lattice mismatch for c-plane) and silicon carbide
(6H <1% lattice mismatch for c-plane) [54–59]. The growth of the film can occur by a number
of different techniques producing different quality films. Polycrystalline films are produced
from DC sputtering, magnetron sputtering, and laser pulse deposition whereas increased crys-
tallinity films are produced from molecular beam epitaxy, chemical vapor deposition, and
atomic layer deposition. By whatever way the films deposited they require characterization
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which is what will be described in the next section.
2.1.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is the process of using an ultra-fine probe tip to measure the
profile of a surface structure. The force between the tip and the surface is measured by the
deflection of a laser beam on a quadrant detector correlating to changes in surface features.
Whether the force is produced from direct contact between the probe tip and the film or by
the field interaction from the tip above the surface, the surface can be mapped to give detail
on the surface structure. This is shown in Fig. 2.6, where the average height across the 40 nm
thick film had an average variation of approximately 250 pm.
Figure 2.6: AFM map of a 40 nm AlN thin film. The average variation across the film was
approximately 250 pm [44].
A second group of researchers produced a 100 nm AlN film and utilized the AFM charac-
terization beyond the surface mapping features. The authors certainly characterized the film
thickness and uniformity across the sample and found variation on the order of less than 10
nms. Beyond this single sample, the samples were grown at a number of different temperatures
to see the effect on the crystallinity and crystal structure. When the samples were grown at
temperatures below 500 C, the film was found to be relatively flat and free of peaks. This was
correlated to the branching of the hexagonal crystals in all directions. When the samples were
grown at temperatures of 500 C and above, uniform height bumps covered the film surface.
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These surface features correlated to highly oriented (vertical) pillars in the crystal structure
and little to no crystal branching. This is clearly shown in the AFM’s in Fig. 2.7.
Figure 2.7: AFM map of the 100 nm AlN thin films grown by magnetron sputtering at various
temperatures (a) 300 C, (b) 400 C, (c) 500 C, and (d) 600 C [59].
The authors continued the study by selecting a set growth temperature of 500 C which
gave very nice highly oriented crystalline films and varied the ambient nitrogen concentration
in the growth chamber. The growth was continued at two different nitrogen concentrations,
60% and 30%, and found that the branching occurred with low nitrogen concentrations as well
shown in Fig. 2.8.
Now there was a known growth temperature and nitrogen concentration to produce high
quality AlN films in which one could fabricate optical waveguides. The surface roughness of
10 nm could be a problem as a scattering site for transverse magnetic (TM) oriented modes
in an optical waveguide but perfectly fine for transverse electric (TE) mode waveguides. This
is because the mode will be confined below the surface, only weakly interacting with the film
surface and therefore the roughness will not serve as a significant loss mechanism. Secondly,
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Figure 2.8: AFM map of the 100 nm AlN thin films grown by magnetron sputtering at various
nitrogen concentrations(a) 60%, and (b) 30% [59].
the branching structure of the crystals with obvious grain boundaries traversing the optical
waveguides, would add scattering sites and increased optical loss. These highly vertically
oriented films are very similar to the commercially available films from Kyma. The next
question that arises is how does the inner structure of the sample correlate to the external.
This can be understood with transmission electron Microscopy (TEM) and high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) which will be discussed in the next section.
2.1.2 Transmission electron microscopy & HR-TEM
Utilizing focused ion beam milling one can prepare very thin samples of the produced films
for characterization of the inner dynamics of the sample. This includes analysis of the atomic
arrangement, defects, and lattice matching to the substrate. In a very relevant study the
authors prepared TEM ready samples of AlN films grown by sputtering on silica films after
the material was etched for an optical waveguide. The TEM was used to analyze the orientation
of the crystal structure. The sputtered film was found to be highly vertically oriented with
minimal branching of the crystals. This was crucial to know as it was confirmation that
the crystals were aligned correctly to minimize scattering along the propagation direction of
the waveguide. While the sample was inside the TEM, an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
analysis study was conducted to verify the material content of the components. The EDX
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confirmed that the silicon and oxygen remained in the cladding layers of the waveguide, while
the aluminum and nitrogen remained in the core. There was not a noticeable diffusion of the
materials into/out of the optical waveguide as shown in Fig. 2.9. This confirmed that the
waveguide would have only minimal contribution from defect site induced absorption.
Figure 2.9: (a) Fabrication step of the waveguide, (b) TEM image of the optical waveguide
showing the vertically oriented grains, EDX maps of (c) silicon, (d) aluminum, (e) oxygen,
and (f) nitrogen [60].
Further study of the material can be collected in a TEM while utilizing phase contrast to
image the individual crystalline layers in high resolution mode. This method allows character-
ization of the zone axis and crystal planes associated with the film and any defect boundaries
that are present. In a separate study, researchers characterized aluminum nitride thin films
utilizing HR-TEM to find defect and growth condition associated with the grown films. The
first area of interest is the boundary between the silicon carbide substrate and the AlN film as
shown in Fig. 2.9. Though silicon carbide has a higher optical index of refraction than AlN,
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thus it cannot be used as a cladding material to maintain total internal reflection for waveg-
uide, it provides very well aligned films. The authors in this study grew wurtzite phase AlN
on wurtzite silicon carbide and viewed the boundary under HR-TEM. Aided by the increased
magnification, the lattice boundary of the silicon carbide and AlN is clearly visible and shows
a well-defined AlN film above shown in Fig.2.10.
Figure 2.10: HR-TEM image of the interface between wurtzite AlN and silicon carbide. The
lattice planes can be seen as well as the transition between the two materials [61].
In Fig. 2.10 the films were grown in oxygen deprived environments. If care is not taken
to isolate the deposition chamber from stray oxygen, the oxygen will assume new lattice sites
in the AlN crystalline matrix. In situations, such as this shown in Fig. 2.11, oxygen has
replaced lattice sites and formed aluminum oxide compounds in the stable AlN lattice. These
new AlN-Al2O3 sites cause an inversion domain boundary. The inversion domain boundary
appears as a flipped stripe in the HR-TEM image and shows a periodicity of about 1 nm, to
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the defect as it propagates in the growth direction.
Figure 2.11: HR-TEM image of the inversion domain boundaries caused by oxygen defects
forming during the growth of the AlN lattice [52].
Rotation of the sample shown in Fig. 2.12, reveals the corrugation of the inversion domain
boundaries that occur in the AlN film. These boundaries reveal changes in crystal structure
and unfortunately can serve as scattering and absorption sites in an optical waveguide. The
benefit of the generation of the bound Al-O is that sapphire has a higher bandgap than
pure AlN and will not affect the optical absorption of the material but it will affect the
effective nonlinear susceptibility due to the reduction of pure AlN. If there were free oxygen
(substitutional or vacancy sites), this would affect the absorption of the resulting film.
A final prevalent technique utilized to qualify the elemental composition of the film is x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) which will be discussed below.
2.1.3 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
In x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, an incident x-ray beam is focused on a sample surface.
The focused x-rays free electrons from the material in the first 10 nm and the kinetic energy
of those emitted electrons is measured. The measured kinetic energy of the emitted electrons
gives information about the binding energy as in Fig. 2.13, elemental composition, and even
the electronic state of the material. These qualities are very useful to know as they will verify
if the surface has developed an oxide, which is common in AlN films. The formation of an
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Figure 2.12: Rotated HR-TEM image which shows the corrugated nature of the inversion
domain boundaries in the AlN film [52].
oxide is not necessarily detrimental to the waveguide as it will seal the structure. The question
that needs to be answered is if the oxygen has penetrated deeper than the oxide coating.
Figure 2.13: Illustration of the characteristic related peaks and respective binding energies
found in AlN films characterized by XPS [44, 62] .
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The authors prepared a 40 nm film of AlN grown by plasma enhanced atomic layer de-
position grown on silicon 111 for XPS analysis. The sample was measured before and after
a 20 minute etch to characterize the effect the etchant was having on the sample and expose
subsurface features. The results are shown in Fig. 2.14.
Figure 2.14: XPS collected plots (a) before etching, and (b) after 20 minutes of etching has
occurred [63].
The XPS plot before the etching exhibits a large oxygen 1s peak, aluminum, nitrogen, and
carbon peaks. After the etching, has occurred, the oxygen, and carbon peaks are reduced,
whereas the nitrogen and aluminum peaks have increased in intensity. This confirms that
there was a thin native oxide layer on the AlN film as well as a layer of carbon contamination.
Once the material was etched, the oxide and contamination were removed, revealing the AlN
film with a minor amount of oxygen impurities. These results revealed a very pure film
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with a large bandgap, capable of producing photonic devices well into the ultraviolet. Once
the material has been characterized and deemed worthy of proceeding on with fabrication
photolithography is performed and photonic devices are created. These designed devices must
in themselves be characterized by scanning electron microscopy or helium ion microscopy since
AlN has a tendency to charge during imaging. The following section on prior state of the art
will describe devices already fabricated.
2.1.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy & Helium Ion Microscopy
Optical loss is tremendous concern when fabricating photonic structures and can arise from a
number of different variables, scattering/roughness, absorption, poor feature definition/fabri-
cation errors, and grain boundaries to name a few. The absorption and grain boundaries have
already been discussed above, so in this section the physically defined features are addressed.
The scale of these photonic structures is on the order of ten to a couple hundred nanometers,
well below the capability of an optical microscope. Larger features certainly can be seen in a
higher resolution optical microscope when available. For fine detail though, researchers turn
to a particle that has a higher resolution due the inherit wavelength, the electron. Electron
microscopy is essential for observing small nanometers sized features as shown in Fig. 2.15.
Regions of particular interest for optical structures is the sidewall roughness of an optical
waveguide, the spacing of elements of a grating coupler, the amount of residual resist on a
surface, and the reproducibility of the intended design across a wafer.
Many times to reduce errors from fabrication, researchers will build a safety net into their
devices. Here the grating coupler was designed by the authors to have a 14◦ slope on each
side of their waveguide to compensate for etching variations and minimize sidewall roughness
that the waveguide mode will interact with. Visible in Fig. 14, the trapezoidal nature of
the waveguide is apparent, and the SEM measurement confirmed the designed 14◦ slope.
Secondly, the sidewalls roughness is visible in the ribs of the grating coupler, thus verifying
the need for the trapezoidal shape of the optical waveguide to reduce field interaction with the
sidewalls. The need for high quality imaging of the optical waveguides was further shown in
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Figure 2.15: SEM images of the grating coupler constructed in a 140 nm thick AlN film
showing the (a) individual rib of the grating coupler, (b) array of ribs, and (c) entire grating
coupler [64].
a second paper with 500 nm AlN. In this article, the authors were fabricating waveguides for
the generation of a second harmonic signal from an injected fundamental laser beam. These
waveguides are constructed in a very linear dimension since they need to support the optical
modes of the fundamental and the harmonic. Therefore, the wide nature allows the higher
energy wavelength to be multimode, but have tight overlap with the generated lower energy
mode which is single mode. Optical loss in the waveguides was larger than expected and can
be attributed to contamination on the waveguide from residual organics and photoresist shown
in Fig.2.16. One last point on imaging to express is that charging is a problem with insulating
materials, such as ultrawide-bandgap semiconductors like AlN. Charging will manifest itself
in an SEM image as a dark region with reduced contrast in the features.
Helium ion microscopy (HIM) utilizes a helium ion gun instead of an electron gun to excite
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Figure 2.16: SEM of a multi-mode optical waveguide clearly illustrating the residual detritus
left in contact from the fabrication process [40].
the sample to produce secondary electrons [65]. In an SEM, the surface collection of negative
charges would reduce the resolution of the image. In a HIM system, there is an electron
flood gun, which is used to counter the deposited charge from the ions and therefore eliminate
sample charging. This added benefit vastly increases the variety of samples that can be imaged
in the system.
Due the ease of charging materials such as AlN, HIM systems are the perfect candidate to
use to image the material. Shown in Fig. 2.17 is an AlN constructed from a 200 nm film on a
sapphire substrate. The waveguide sidewalls are shown with the minimal roughness from the
fabrication process. The roughness from the vertical nanocolumn crystals of AlN are visible
as well on the top surface of the optical waveguide.
The minimal sidewall roughness, smooth top surface, and lack of residual detritus showcase
that the waveguide is well constructed and suitable to propagate an optical mode with minimal
loss (scattering). Once the waveguide is successfully characterized, the device is ready to accept
light. In the next section, a brief overview of prior state of the art in the field will be discussed.
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Figure 2.17: HIM image of a 200 nm thick AlN waveguide highlighting the low sidewall
roughness [66].
2.2 State of the Art Devices
There has been an increasing interest in the aluminum nitride material platform in the last
couple years with impressive results demonstrated by researchers around the world. This
section will give a brief overview of some of the device research present in the field.
The second order nonlinearity in materials is very important as it allows for the use of
the electro-optic effect (index change of a material with an applied electric field), and optical
mixing in systems of three interacting waves. Examples of the optical mixing include second
harmonic generation (ω to 2ω) and more general combinations such as sum and difference fre-
quency generation (where two signals add or subtract to create a third). Not all materials can
exhibit this second order nonlinearity and it is limited to those which are non-centrosymmetric
as stated earlier in this section. Typically these devices consist of optical waveguides coupled
to an optical microring resonator which will serve as a field enhancement cavity shown in Fig.
2.18. [67]
This paper is important as the authors were able to accurately measure the second order
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Figure 2.18: (a) 330 nm thick AlN waveguide structure with resonator enhancement cavity,
(b) SEM of the optical waveguide/ring resonator coupling region, (c) resonance spectrum of
the resonator, (d) resonator displaying 775 nm SHG light from a 1550 nm input, (e) log plot
of the SHG conversion efficiency [68].
nonlinearity of the material which correlated with prior data. First step is the simulation
of the device using a three-dimensional mode solver such as COMSOL to obtain the modal
profiles of the two wavelengths of interest and their modal overlap, Γ. The model is used to
determine the transmission spectrum of the ring, to determine the field enhancement factors,
Fi(approximately maximum field strength divided by average field strength). Next, the input
power into the waveguide and the converted power out of the waveguide are measured. These
values are the plotted on a log plot which produce a straight line due to the quadratic de-
pendence. The best fit of this line will give a coefficient which is the conversion efficiency, η.
The other variables are the pump frequency, ωp, the permittivity of free space, ε0, the speed
of light, c, the refractive indices for the wavelengths, ni, the mode area, Ai, the ring circum-
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ference, L, and the pump power in the waveguide, Pp. Inserting the modeled and measured
values for this specific system, the author obtained a measured result of 4.7 ± 3 pmV proving











Generation in a microring resonator does not have to be the only method and conversion
can occur in straight, tapered, and periodically poled (quasi-phase matched, domain inversion
to momentum match) waveguides. A very recent publication by Liu et al. has shown a new
record for the material with a greater than 100 terahertz frequency comb in the ultraviolet
down to 380nm shown in Fig. 2.19[69].
Figure 2.19: Figure showing optical frequency comb generation in the ultraviolet from a ta-
pered crystalline aluminum nitride waveguide.[69]
The second order nonlinearity in aluminum nitride has been used to generate photon pairs
[70], second harmonic signals [40, 68, 71, 72], optical frequency combs [60, 69, 73], and electro-
optic modulators [74]. These are just a select few relevant recent publications I wanted to point
out in the research field. In the next section I will discuss the research we have conducted to
date [66].
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3.1 Aluminum Nitride Film Characterization
The requirements for low loss, relatively high optical nonlinearity, and access to the electro-
optic effect drove the research to the selection of aluminum nitride as the material of choice.
Since the intended operation of this material was as a platform on which to fabricate optical
waveguides, that dictated that the substrate have a lower index of refraction than the AlN
film. The commercially available option fitting this requirement is AlN (ni = 2.2) on sapphire
(ni = 1.77), which is available from companies such as Kyma. Though Kyma’s material was
initially constructed for use in electronics fabrication the material has the proper specifications
for our research. As highlighted in chapter 2, the AlN material that exists whether commercial
or not varies in its quality depending on the growth parameters. This meant that for any
obtained material, characterization was required before fabrication to set a valid reference
baseline.
The research on the material platform is a joint effort between researchers at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), and the Air Force
Research Laboratory (AFRL), where the fabrication was accomplished at MIT along with the
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visible light testing, the device design and ultraviolet and infrared testing at RIT and AFRL.
Once the initial samples were obtained, a number of characterizations were conducted. Fig.
3.1(a) illustrates the commercially available AlN-on-Sapphire wafers from Kyma Technologies,
Inc., consisting of 430 µm sapphire (Al2O3) with a 200 ± 5% nm c-plane AlN film on the top
layer. The c-plane AlN is grown on top of the sapphire substrate by pulsed DC magnetron
sputtering, using a process called plasma vapor deposition of nanocolumns (PVDNCTM). This
method produces an AlN thin film that is crystalline with the [0001] direction parallel to the
growth direction. Atomic force microscopy of the AlN thin film shown in the inset of Fig.
3.1(a) indicates a flat surface with 0.9 nm RMS roughness. High-resolution X-ray diffraction
(HRXRD) measurements in Fig. 3.1(b) indicate the high structural quality of the AlN thin
film. The ω scan of (002) and (015) AlN peaks shows full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of
0.12 degree and 0.20 degree respectively, which is 10 to 20 times smaller than the previous
results of AlN thin films deposited on amorphous silica [75]. The single crystalline wurtzite
structure across the wafer is evidenced by the (015) φ scan showing six-fold symmetry (Fig.
3.1(c)). This flat surface and improved structural quality likely contribute to the low waveguide
loss described in the next chapter. Fig. 3.1(d) plots the measured refractive index of the AlN
film spanning from UV to VIS to near infrared wavelengths.
When operating the waveguides in the regime for single photon generation of light any
background fluorescence can be detrimental to the system. Fig. 3.1(e) shows the power
dependence of this platform’s background autofluorescence using λ = 532 nm excitation pump.
For comparison, Fig. 3.1(e) also shows the autofluorescence results of a SiN sample under the
same excitation and collection conditions. The SiN sample has close to four times the amount
of fluorescence intensity as AlN; however, the amount of autofluorescence is dependent on the
SiN composition and method of deposition [76]. Furthermore, the photoluminescence (PL)
from pumping the AlN is mainly from the underlying sapphire substrate [77]. Spectrally, this
sapphire fluorescence is concentrated in a narrow band sapphire Cr line at around 690 nm,
which can be easily filtered out by a notch filter and is not of relevance for the ultraviolet
regime. This is more favorable for quantum applications compared to the broadband SiN
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Figure 3.1: Properties of AlN-on-sapphire material. (a) Cross section illustrating each layer
of the wafer, along with their respective thickness; top inset: atomic force microscopy scan of
AlN film showing the nanocolumn size. Surface roughness is measured to be 0.9 nm RMS with
26.5 nm grain size (b) High resolution x-ray diffraction (002) and (015) ω scan of AlN. (c)
(015) φ scan of AlN showing six-fold symmetry wurtzite structure. (d) Refractive index mea-
surements using ellipsometry. (e) Background fluorescence from sapphire substrate (yellow),
unpatterned AlN (blue), patterned AlN (orange), and stoichiometric silicon nitride (purple).
(f) Background fluorescence from SiON top cladding, before (blue circles) and after (orange
squares) bleaching.
PL from 620 nm to 800 nm, which overlaps spectrally to NV in diamond spectrum [29] and
the pumping wavelength of 775 nm for SPDC at 1550 nm. A low autofluorescence makes AlN
promising for interfacing with atomic transitions of ions [78], neutral atoms [79], and atom-like
defects in diamond [29]. Initially after deposition, the SiON cladding exhibits some fluorescence
comparable to SiN, but the fluorescence can be bleached away by optically pumping the
material with the excitation laser, as shown in Fig. 3.1(f). Once the films are characterized,
the next step is fabrication of the devices.
3.2 Fabrication
The fabrication of the devices designed at RIT was carried out at MIT with the complete
fabrication process detailed in Fig. 3.2(a) . The process starts off with an unpatterned 1 cm
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× 1 cm AlN-on-sapphire chip diced from a whole wafer. Next, a 5 nm thick Cr discharge layer
is deposited via electron beam evaporation on the diced samples. Then, after oxygen plasma
treatment under 100 W for 3 minutes to improve electron beam resist adhesion, hydrogen
silsesquioxane (2% XR-1541) is spun on. The hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) film thickness is
measured to be ∼70 nm by using an AFM to measure the step feature profile after patterning.
The patterns are written with an Elionix ELS-F125 electron beam lithography system at 125
keV using a dose of 10,000 µC/cm2. The patterns are developed using a salty developer, which
is an aqueous mixture of 1 wt % NaOH and 4 wt % NaCl, for high contrast [80].
Figure 3.2: (a) AlN on sapphire photonics fabrication process: (i) Start off with an unpat-
terned AlN-on-sapphire chip diced up from a whole wafer. (ii) Spin coat HSQ (2% XR-1541),
pattern using electron beam lithography, and develop using an aqueous mixture of 1 wt %
NaOH and 4 wt % NaCl for high contrast. (iii) Etch by ICP-RIE using chlorine chemistry.
(iv) Strip HSQ. (v) Clad with silicon oxynitride using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depo-
sition (PECVD). (vi) Edge polish for making the inverse-tapered edge couplers. (b) Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated AlN waveguide (c) Transversal component
of TE mode in AlN waveguide for PMMA and SiON cladding for 638 nm (top) and 400 nm
(bottom) wavelengths.
After HSQ mask patterning, the pattern is first transferred to the Cr layer at an etch rate
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of 55 nm/min by electron cyclotron resonance reactive-ion etching (ECR-RIE) using a gas
mixture of Cl2/O2 (3:1 ratio) at 300 W ECR power, 30 W RF Bias power, 10 mTorr pressure,
and 25◦C. Then, the AlN waveguides and photonic components are etched by inductively
coupled plasma reactive-ion etching (ICP-RIE) using a gas mixture of BCl3/Cl2/Ar in two
steps. The first step is for etching the native aluminum oxide at an etch rate of 5 nm/min
using BCl3/Ar (2:1 ratio) at 120 W ICP power, 40 W RF Bias power, 7.5 mTorr pressure,
and 40◦C. The second step is for etching the AlN at an etch rate of 200 nm/min using Cl2/Ar
(4:1 ratio) at 360 W ICP power, 100 W RF Bias power, 5 mTorr pressure, and 40◦C. We
do not observe a significant change in the surface roughness from the etching, and a sidewall
angle close to 90 degrees is achieved due to the combination of physical sputtering and plasma
chemical etching. The Cr and HSQ are lastly removed with Cr etchant and buffered oxide
etch (BOE), respectively. Fig. 3.2(b) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
the fabricated AlN waveguide.
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Finally, the waveguides are clad with approximately 3 microns of SION using plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) by the parameters shown in Table 3.1, or
spin coated with approximately 2 microns of PMMA. The patterned devices designed for
grating coupling are top-cladd with either (i) Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), which has
a refractive index of nPMMA ≈ 1.5 in the UV to visible wavelengths, or (ii) silicon oxynitride
SiOxNy (SiON), with a refractive index matched to the underlying sapphire nsapphire = 1.76
by adjusting the composition of oxygen and nitrogen to achieve a refractive index between
that of silica (1.45) and silicon nitride (2.1). In the case where the chip is designed for edge
coupling SiON cladding is used, and the edges of the chip are mechanically polished back
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to the inverse-tapered waveguides. After which any residual resist is stripped, the chips are





Repeatable low loss optical coupling into integrated photonics circuits is an essential and ongo-
ing area of research. The coupling into a photonic integrated circuit follows two typical paths,
grating or edge coupling, both of which have been mentioned earlier and will be discussed in
greater depth later. Just to reiterate, grating couplers suffer from higher insertion loss and
spectral selectivity corresponding to the grating design, yet allow for ease of coupling light
into waveguides and can be placed anywhere on a photonic chip. The grating dimensions are
proportional to the operating wavelength and waveguide/cladding material properties which
may lead to additional fabrication challenges for UV and visible regimes [81]. Edge cou-
plers require individual alignment of each fiber connection, and can only be placed along the
periphery of the chip, but can have extremely high coupling efficiency without the spectral
selectivity. However, the tapered edge couplers require a facet processing step to reduce loss at
the taper/edge interface [82–84]. In instances where an etched or polished facet can easily be
created, the consideration is cost and time. Certain materials do not easily lend themselves to
neither plasma nor traditional facet preparation processes and an alternative procedure is nec-
essary [85, 86]. Lack of a reliable facet preparation method for stressed or easily delaminated
films is limiting research into novel waveguide material systems. This research demonstrates a
technique to allow for a wide variety of optical interfaces to include stressed or etch resistant
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interfaces to be prepared for direct coupling through an ion milled facet.
The research described in this chapter demonstrates direct edge coupling to an AlN waveg-
uide with a highly stressed upper cladding. The stressed cladding is silicon oxynitride (SiON),
but could be any deposited film. Traditional facet polishing methods may delaminate the
cladding, the waveguide, or both, thus removing the possibility of direct or free space coupling
due to scattering losses at the facet/waveguide interface. The worst case scenario is shown in
Fig. 4.1, where the top cladding was chipped during the initial polishing step, stripped off
and redeposited. During the deposition, the aluminum substrate reacted with the oxygen in
the chamber and formed small sapphire crystals, thus making the sample unsalvageable.
Figure 4.1: AlN nitride optical microscope top view image of a worst case scenario where
the cladding chipped during polishing but did not damage the waveguide. Consequently, the
top cladding was removed and redeposited. During the second attempt at deposition, crystal
regrowth of sapphire substrate appeared, and then the sample became unsalvageable.
These sample preparation problems required the need for another method of preparing the
edge facets on these samples so recladding of the devices was not required. Plasma etched
facets were unavailable due to the difference in required etch chemistries for the cladding and
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host substrate. With these constraints ion milling was considered to produce an optical quality
facet in this material platform.
Ion milling is commonly used to create flat surfaces for a variety of metrology applications
when traditional polishing techniques would damage the target surface. Ion milling has proved
useful in the formation of photonic crystal and nonlinear material waveguides [87–89], but to
the best of my knowledge has not been used for polishing edge facets for direct coupling to
PICs. This method opens up a whole new realm of possibilities when traditional polishing or
facet preparation methods are prohibited.
4.2 Design And Fabrication
The optical circuits to be used for these tests were designed in the program, Klayout, and
included multiple resonator dimensions, coupling gaps, and waveguide widths (listed in Table
4.1) with tapered edge couplers terminating in a long uniform width section going to the
edge of the chip. This allowed greater coupling tolerance when polishing the last 100 microns
of the edge facet. Secondly, this allowed for multiple attempts per sample for ion milling,
as the milling was the least time consuming portion of the fabrication. Prior to fabrication
simulations were performed to optimize the mode matching of the tapered edge couplers and
the UV optical fiber (Nufern SM300) connecting to the facet, see Fig. 4.2, indicating a best
case coupling scenario of 60%. More complicated designs could be used in the future to
optimally match the edge coupler to the fiber but it was not necessary for the proof of concept
demonstration.
These designs were then fabricated (see [66] for specific waveguide fabrication details) in 200
nm of AlN grown on Al2O3 substrates. After waveguide fabrication the samples were coated in
photoresist for shipping, upon arrival stripped of the photoresist, cleaned, and the low stress
SiON upper cladding was deposited using the Oxford 100 at the cornell nanofabrication facility
(CNF). Following the deposition of the SiON upper cladding, the samples were mounted and
prepared for standard polishing of the edge facets. The standard polishing was performed
on an Allied multiprep polisher by sequentially reducing the grit sizes (30 µm to 0.1 µm)
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Table 4.1: By varying widths, diameters, and gaps for the AlN microring resonators the
authors should be able to extract neff , loss, and other values for this material.
Waveguide Width Ring Diameter Resonator Gap
250 nm 10 µm 50µm
250 nm 10 µm 75µm
250 nm 10 µm 100µm
250 nm 20 µm 50µm
250 nm 20 µm 75µm
250 nm 20 µm 100µm
250 nm 40 µm 50µm
250 nm 40 µm 75µm
250 nm 40 µm 100µm
until the polished facet was within the edge coupler taper region (the taper was left long to
allow for uncertainty in polishing), a process that has been successful in prior reports of Si
photonics [90]. The quality of the polish is periodically inspected during each step to address
delamination, uneven polishing, and progress. The polishing process left a residue of ground
material on the PIC surface that was cleaned off by a 1-2 minute soak in Acetone, followed
by a rinse of Methanol or Iso-propanol. The AlN on Sapphire chip was expected to show a
polished face without facet defects. However, stress in the SiON cladding film lead to facet and
waveguide damage during polishing as seen in Fig. 4.4. The result of the standard polishing
technique was that neither free space nor fiber coupling solutions were viable to couple with
this interface as too much light was scattered away from the waveguide. The damage to the
either the facet, waveguide, or cladding could not produce an optical quality facet. In an effort
to gather information from the damaged PICs and salvage the samples it was decided to ion
mill the damaged facet to produce an acceptable interface between the fiber and chip.
The chips were cleaned in acetone followed by methanol and then mounted with wax
on metal chucks for the ion mill. Once mounted the facets were prepared using a JEOL
IB-09010CP cross-section polisher and aligned such that 40 µm to 60 µm of the chip edge
containing the edge tapers was exposed beyond the beam block for milling. An accelerating
bias of 6.5 keV, with 6 to 7 sccm of Ar gas, for 3 hours was sufficient to polish a facet region
1 mm wide to at least 70 µm deep to accommodate a bare Nufern SM300 fiber (125 µm
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Figure 4.2: Simulated ideal mode profile of the SM300 fiber (top left, bottom left), the un-
tapered edge coupler (top right), and the tapered edge coupler (bottom right). Colormap
represents intensity of electric field on log scale (dB).
diameter). After ion milling the chips were removed, soaked in acetone of 1 - 2 minutes
to remove mounting wax, cleaned with methanol and iso-propanol, and then inspected on a
Keyence microscopy system at 20X to 2000X optical zoom.
When compared to Fig. 4.4 left, Fig. 4.4 right exhibits minimal defects at the waveguide/-
facet interface since the ion milling does not place additional pressures on the film/surface
interface that may cause delamination, chipping, and cracking. This was a very positive ini-
tial result as it gave a reliable path to create optical facets in stressed materials. The real test
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Figure 4.3: Layout of the variety of waveguide structures and dimensions, drawn in Klayout,
on chip with tapers aligned to edges for traditional edge polishing for direct fiber coupling.
Figure 4.4: (a) 2000X optical micrograph of chipped facet from traditional polishing. Notably
the cladding and waveguide often delaminate together witch disallows direct and free space
coupling. (b) 2000x micrograph of the same optical chip with an ion milled facet suitable for
fiber or freespace coupling.
was to mount the chips to a vacuum chuck to test for optical coupling.
4.3 Experimental Setup and Results
To perform the optical coupling a testbed was constructed which consisted of a frequency
doubled continuous wave (CW) Ti:Sapphire (M2 Solstice w ECD-X) for generating 369nm
and 390nm. Each respective second harmonic generation (SHG) crystal (369 and 390) in
the ECD-X had a tuning of 2nm but needed to be changed and realigned for each of the
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Figure 4.5: 200X optical micrograph of ion milled facet. (Inset) Waveguides array along top
edge.
two wavelength regimes. The output of the SHG unit (commonly referred to as a frequency
doubling, or doubling unit) was free space coupled into an SM300 optical fiber to allow for
ease of monitoring the system. The SM300 fiber connected to a second SM300 fiber which was
routed to a 3-axis fiber stage terminating in a cleaved fiber end to couple to the input waveguide
of the chip, see Fig 4.6. The exit waveguide was fiber coupled as the input waveguide was and
terminated in power meter (Thorlabs S120VC) to monitor coupling. A secondary confirmation
of the chips functionality came from a microscope mounted UV sensitive camera (pco Pixelfly
USB) above the chip.
The ion milled facet showed very little surface roughness with no chipping and scattering
was minimal compared to a the scattering observed in the UV regime from a traditionally
polished edge. After coupling was achieved, the first qualification was to measure coupling
efficiency to the waveguide. Maximum theoretical coupling efficiency of the AlN waveguide to
fiber interface was found to be 0.1% based on the comparisons of the mode field dimensions
between the waveguide and fiber, see Fig. 4.2. This low coupling efficiency was not intentional
but resulted from the initial standard polishing of the chip where the large amount of damage
from the chipping/delamination that the tapered edge couplers were completely damaged/re-
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Figure 4.6: (Top)Testbed, showing the vacuum chuck and fibers directly coupled to the AlN
chip. The chip appears blue from the incident 369 nm light into the waveguide.(Bottom) Fiber
edge coupled AlN microring on resonance.
moved. This meant that the designed adiabatic mode transition region from the mode field
of the optical fiber to the waveguide was missing, thus the resulting in low coupling efficiency.
This is an easily fixed hurdle though as the initial intent was always to have the adiabatic
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edge couplers at the termination points of the waveguides to the chip facets. These couplers
exist in the designs and the next set of waveguides will be fabricated with them and polished
with the ion mill over the standard technique. Accepting the lower coupling efficiency into
the waveguides, the waveguide and ring resonator were easily excited by the input optical
mode and Fig. 4.7 clearly demonstrates the coupling between the SM300 fiber and the AlN
waveguide.
Figure 4.7: Transmission plot from direct fiber-coupling to the AlN PIC after ion milling
showing transmission of a scanning laser through the waveguide and ring resonator with the
resonances apparent from 391 to 394 nm.
This result was more than optimal since prior to ion milling the coupling to the waveguide
could not be achieved and the samples which were normally not salvageable became useful
[91]. Additionally, this technique could be used to reclaim any samples that are otherwise lost
like Fig.4.5. With proper alignment and masking this process can be used to correct singular
defect regions in fabricated devices.
Overall, ion milling provides an additional method for preparing edge facets for edge cou-
pling to PICs beyond the traditional polishing and plasma processes. In situations where the
cladding or waveguide may readily delaminate, due to high stress, brittleness, or chemical
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sensitivity, ion milling provides a method for direct coupling to a PIC that would otherwise
not survive the polishing process. This research has demonstrated the collection of meaningful
data from devices that were otherwise deemed unusable due to damage from other polishing
means. Ion milling is a consistent and viable processing solution for preparing chip facets
for direct coupling, producing facets that rival traditional polishing processes. This method
should be expanded to other material systems that are difficult to prepare such as lithium
niobate, potassium titanyl phosphate, air clad waveguides, or high stress films [92] that resist
traditional facet polishing techniques.




The construction of three testbeds was concurrent with the fabrication of the aluminum nitride
samples. The three testbeds consisted of two nearly identical setups at RIT and AFRL, and
one specifically for visible wavelength photonics addressing nitrogen vacancy centers at MIT.
The testbeds that were constructed at RIT and AFRL will be further described in this section
and were briefly introduced in the last chapter.
The wavelength regions of interest for RIT and AFRL are the ultraviolet (interface with
trapped ion quantum memories), and the near infrared (pumping wavelengths of SPDC gen-
erated in the telecommunications band). These constraints dictated the required components
in each of the testbeds.
The test bed consists of a pump laser to excite the material and test the parameters of
the waveguide structures. Tunable continuous wave (CW) and pulsed lasers were incorporated
into each testbed, being CW Ti:Sapphire (M2 SolsTis with SHG unit (manually tuned at RIT,
electronically tuned at AFRL)) and a pulsed Ti:Sapphire (Coherent Mira/Spectra Physics
Mai Tai both with SHG units) respectively. These lasers allowed for the generation of pump
wavelengths in the infrared from 700-900 nm and the frequency doubled SHG signals from
350-450 nm. At the AFRL testbed there is the added option to use two optical parametric
oscillators as sources of pump light for characterization (Radiantis Inspire HF 390-1700 nm,
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Figure 5.1: ((Left) Experimental for testing the AlN chips in the infrared. The laser beam
enters from the right and is sent through beam shaping, polarization rotation, and attenu-
ating optics before an aspheric objective lens and coupling into/out of the chip. (Top right)
Wavelength tuned to off resonance for the microring. (Bottom right) Wavelength tuned to
resonance of the microring, note the illumination of the microring and the drop in power on
the exit waveguide .
and a Chromacity OPO 1000 -1700 nm, and 2400 nm). In both locations there were numerous
lasers in the 1400-1700 nm regime for testing waveguides in the telecommunications band.
Focusing just on the Ti:Sapphires at the moment, following the laser was a spatial filter to
remove residual pump light (532 nm) from the vanadate laser, mirrors to direct the beam
to a variable beam expander (Thorlabs BE02-355) for changing the mode field diameter,
polarization rotators to change the orientation of the electric field entering the waveguide,
and waveplate/polarizing beamsplitter combination to control the optical power level entering
the waveguide. Next for the infrared testbed, the beam was directed to a 6 mm focal length
aspheric lens for coupling in and out of the waveguide as shown in Fig. 5.1. The output beam
was directed via a mirror to an optical power meter (Thorlabs S120VC) where the readings
were recorded via a computer as in Fig. 5.2.
The testbed’s configuration was altered when working in the ultraviolet to contain the beam
path whenever possible for safety reasons. In the free space portion the beam expander needed
to be switched to a UV version (Thorlabs BE02-05-B) and a coupling stage was included into
the beam path to align and focus the laser light into a fiber optic cable (Nufern SM300). The
fiber end that the laser light was being coupled in was left with an FC-APC connector while
the other end was cleaved flat to allow for edge coupling to the AlN waveguide. A second
fiber was prepared in the same way to couple to the output waveguide and the connectorized
end was routed to an optical power meter (Thorlabs S122C) which recorded the values via
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Figure 5.2: Representative plot of the microresonator resonances detected on a power meter
as the spectrum from a pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser is tuned from the visible to the infrared.
a computer as in Fig. 5.3. The testbed at MIT was similar to the two described above in
construction and operation.
The AlN chip was mounted on a vacuum holder mounted to a 3-axis nano-mechanical
stage for fine positioning of the chip to the fibers. Two independent stages with fiber mounts
were added to position the cleaved optical fibers to the waveguide ports. The AlN chip on
the vacuum mount sat under an optical microscope to aid with coupling alignment into the
waveguide and as a visual confirmation of the current resonance conditions separated by the
free spectral range during tuning of the pump laser. This condition is met when the input
wavelength is an integer multiple of the cavity as in the equation below, thus allowing light
to couple into the resonator. Where in the equation below, m is the integer multiple of the
cavity, c is the speed of light, n is the index of refraction of the material, and r is the radius of
the microring. If this was just a linear cavity the denominator would instead be 2nL, where
L is the length of the cavity. This will be discussed in greater detail in section 4.1.2.
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Figure 5.3: ((Top) Experimental for testing the AlN chips in the ultraviolet. The laser beam
enters from the right and is sent through beam shaping, polarization rotation, and attenuating
optics before entering an optical fiber. (Lower right) The optical fiber (Nufern SM300) is the
routed to the chip and butt coupled with the flat cleaved fiber end. (Lower left) Fiber edge





5.1.1 Coupling Methods to the Photonic Circuits
The devices were designed with two different methods of optical coupling, grating and edge.
Grating allows for fast characterization of the devices, no requirement for edge polishing, and
full use of the surface of the chip for devices. The drawback with grating couplers is the
inherent loss with converting the fiber mode into a waveguide mode, usually resulting in a
loss of 3 dB. Edge coupling is extremely efficient at matching the waveguide to fiber mode,
thus minimal optical coupling loss. This is at the cost that the edge face of the chip must
be polished to an optical grade facet, not always a trivial task. Fig. 5.4 highlights the two
coupling methods that were used to couple light into the chip: grating couplers and inverse-
tapered edge couplers. Due to the narrow frequency response of grating couplers, two different
grating couplers are used for testing components in the visible wavelength from 500 nm to 700
nm wavelength: a green wavelength grating coupler optimized for 500 nm to 600 nm (shown
in the top SEM image of Fig. 5.4(a)) and a red wavelength grating coupler optimized for
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600 nm to 700 nm (shown in the bottom SEM image of Fig. 5.4(a)). Fig. 5.4(b), (c) show
comparisons between the simulated and experimentally measured transmission spectra for the
green and red wavelength grating couplers, respectively. The general shape of the experimental
grating coupler wavelength response matches well with simulation. The experimental coupling
efficiencies are listed in arbitrary units because we do not experimentally mode-match the
spatial modes of the grating coupler and collection objective.
Figure 5.4: (a) SEM images of the grating couplers. First gap of the grating coupler is 60 nm,
and the gaps are linearly increasing. Curvatures are set to be matched with mode evolution
so that there is no reflection. Top: green spectrum grating coupler. Bottom: red spectrum
grating coupler (b) Coupling efficiency vs. wavelength plot of green-spectrum grating coupler
optimized for 500 to 600 nm. Black line: measured data. Green line: simulation. (c) Coupling
efficiency vs. wavelength plot of red-spectrum grating coupler optimized for 600 to 700 nm.
Black line: measured data. Red line: simulation. (d) Fiber edge coupling to the waveguides
at 369.5 nm using Nufern SM300 fiber. (e), (f) Single mode operation at 468 and 369.5 nm,
respectively.
Both green and red wavelength grating couplers are optimized for transverse electric (TE)
polarization, so the simulated coupling efficiencies model the collection of TE polarized light
injected into the 450 nm wide by 200 nm tall AlN waveguide on bulk sapphire and scattered
by the grating coupler. For the green wavelength grating coupler, the first gap width is 60 nm
and the first grating period is 285 nm. Then, the gap width and grating period both linearly
increase from 101 nm and 325 nm to 150 nm and 346 nm, respectively (increasing linearly in
each period for 17 periods). Finally, the gratings maintain a gap width of 150 nm and grating
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period of 346 nm for the remaining 9 periods. In a similar fashion, for the red wavelength
grating coupler, the first gap width is 60 nm and the first grating period is 285 nm. Then, the
gap width and grating period both linearly increase from 101 nm and 401 nm to 132 nm and
414 nm, respectively (increasing in each period for 10 periods). Finally, the gratings maintain
a gap width of 132 nm and grating period of 414 nm for the remaining 10 periods. For both the
green and red wavelength grating couplers, the dimensions of each individual grating periods
are optimized in order for the spatial mode profile of the diffracted light to be a Gaussian field
profile. The grating couplers are also designed to be cladded with PMMA, rather than simple
air cladding, in order to increase the out-of-plane coupling efficiency by pulling more of the
optical mode away from the underlying sapphire substrate as PMMA has a higher refractive
index than air. Both grating couplers are designed for an etch depth of 200 nm in order for
ease of fabrication so that the grating couplers and waveguides can be fabricated in the same
steps with no additional processing. Therefore, we believe grating couplers with even higher
collection efficiency can be achieved with partially etched gratings.
High efficiency optical coupling was achieved with the fiber edge coupling shown in Fig.
5.4(d), with UV fiber (Nufern SM300) and an excitation wavelength of 369.5 nm (< 3 dB/-
facet). The second coupling method via free space is shown in Fig. 5.4(e) using aspheric
lenses at 468 and 369.5 nm, respectively. In both cases the the inverse-tapered waveguides
adiabatically transform and expand the AlN waveguide mode to match the input mode (3 µm)
at the chip’s edge facet.
5.1.2 Ring Resonators
Ring resonators are extremely versatile devices being used as loss measuring devices, optical
filters [29], switches, and as optical cavities for the generation of other frequencies [42]. Starting
with the AlN sample platform that we have at hand, one can model the optimized parameters
of the device. Shown in Fig. 3.2(c) are the simulated electric field profiles of the AlN waveguide
modes for PMMA and SiON cladding for 400 nm and 638 nm wavelengths. The waveguides
support a single TE mode for their respective wavelengths. Wrapping these waveguides into
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rings produces cavities that meet the FSR requirements described above, and have high quality
factors, Qs. The quality factor is a measure of the damping rate of the cavity, dictated by the
cavity loss. The higher the Q, the lower the round trip loss in the cavity. Another valuable
quantity is the finesse, F , which is the measure of the FSR divided by the cavity full width
half maximum bandwidth, ∆ν. The finesse quantifies the field enhancement in the cavity, an









The ring resonators were measured for their loss, FSR, and quality factors which are
summarized in Fig. 5.6. Shown in Fig. 5.6(b) is the response at 369.5 nm of the 40 µm radius
ring resonator around resonance; a Lorentzian fit indicates a Q of >24,000, a record for an
integrated ring resonator in the UV. In Fig. 5.5 3 adjacent resonances are shown to confirm
the FSR of the cavity to be 350 pm. It should be noted that the relative height differences of
the peaks is not due to the performance of the resonator but due to the drop in efficiency of
the resonant laser doubler as it is operated past its optimal tuning range. Secondly, once the
Lorentzian fit was properly optimized the 369.5 nm true peak value was found to be above
24,000. Since the resonance is very under-coupled, the ring resonance cannot be measured
directly through an access bus waveguide in this case. Rather, the resonance is measured from
light scattering from the ring and into an objective lens above the resonator which is detected
using an UV sensitive camera. Hence, the data show a resonance peak rather than the expected
dip when measured on the thru port. Fig. 5.6(c) shows the quality factors of 40 µm radius
ring resonators measured using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) for wavelengths spanning
from 380 nm to 480 nm, along with the quality factors at 369.5 nm using both a frequency
doubled pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics Mai Tai) and a CW tunable Ti:Sapphire
laser (M Squared SolsTiS). If we assume that the propagation loss is dominated by the sidewall
scattering loss and linear absorption loss of the material, then we can estimate the propagation
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loss using the following equation for calculating the loss rate α given the resonator Q, where
ng is the group index [93–97]:
Figure 5.5: Transmission spectrum of the 369 nm resonance showing 3 peaks to confirm the
microresonator FSR of 350 pm.
Then, the loss can be calculated by:





To calculate the loss in units of dB/cm, λ in Eq. 5.1.2 should be in units of cm. Thus,
the Q of >24,000 at 369.5 nm wavelength corresponds to a propagation loss of 75 dB/cm,
where we measure the ng to be 2.45 experimentally from the Free-Spectral-Range (FSR) of
the ring. This propagation, though large is significantly lower (75 dB/cm vs. 800 dB/cm)
than previously reported in the literature [98].
Moving to the visible wavelength regime, Fig. 5.6(d) shows the frequency response of a
50 µm radius ring resonator around resonance in the red. We probe the 50 µm radius ring
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Figure 5.6: (a) SEM of the ring resonator. Inset shows a close up of the ring resonator. The
gap between the waveguide and the ring is 300 nm for the undercoupling regime, which was
used to verify the unloaded Q. (b) Frequency response at 369.5 nm of the ring resonator
around resonance. The Lorentzian fitting shows a Q of >24,000. (c) Quality factors of 40 µm
radius ring resonators measured using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) for wavelengths
spanning from 380 nm to 480 nm, along with the quality factors at 369.5 nm wavelength using
both frequency doubled pulsed and continuous-wave (CW) TI:Sapphire lasers. (d) Wavelength
response of the ring resonator around resonance. The Lorentzian fitting shows aQ of >140,000.
Inset shows a zoom-in of the wavelength response.
with an evanescently coupled access waveguide. The Lorentzian fitting shows a loaded Q of








where Qi is the intrinsic Q, Ql is the loaded Q, T0 is the normalized transmitted power at the
resonance wavelength, and the + and − signs correspond to under- and over-coupled regimes,
respectively. Since the ring resonator is operating in the undercoupled regime, we find the
intrinsic Q to be >170,000, which corresponds to a propagation loss of 4.9 dB/cm.
Analyzing these individual results from the devices, the next task was to measure a range
of devices over different wavelength regimes to gain knowledge on the material system. These
results will be crucial to the next stage of nonlinear photon generation. This began with the
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waveguide devices that were designed for the the visible to the infrared using the infrared
testbed described previously. The results shown in Fig. 5.7 give valuable information about
the devices performance. As the wavelength increases the FSR increases since a given resonator
can support less modes of a longer wavelength. Whereas, the Q drops for two reasons, (i) the
device is starting to operate away from designed performance (hence increased loss) and (ii)
the wavelength is increasing with a given cavity dimension. From the Q, the group index can
be extracted and is relatively flat, showing good mode matching across the device. Finally,
knowing the group indices, the allowed modal indices of two lower energy photon modes can
be plotted that conserve phase matching (energy and momentum). These allowed indices are
shaded in pink, and show that the process of SPDC and SFWM can occur in this device over
a fairly wide range.
Figure 5.7: Characterization of the microresonators in the visible to infrared. (Top left) Free
spectral range, (Top right) Quality factor, (Bottom left) Group index, and (Bottom right)
Pink region is the range of index matched group indices that will result in photon generation.
The next task was to reconfigure the testbed and characterize the devices designed for
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the UV to visible. Switching to the other side of the spectrum, the loss is expected to be
much higher due to scattering from surface roughness (Rayleigh scattering) and material loss
(absorption from defects) present in the samples. There were expected trends to be the similar
between the two data sets such as the increase of FSR and decrease of the Q with increased
wavelength. Interesting with the Q in this particular dataset the peak appears around 425
nm, and this could be due to a number of things. At that wavelength the defects are starting
to cause less absorption, the scattering is dropping, and the material may have been slightly
thicker when processed for the waveguides leaving the guides multimode on the blue side, and
sub-singlemode on the red side. This could account for the dips. Overall though, removing
the outliers, the Q is fairly flat meaning a consistent propagation loss in the waveguides. This
means though that the group index must increase which is reflected in the data. The result
from this expected effect is that the range of group indices which allow for phase matching
will be more constrained. This is clearly reflected in the pink overlay in Fig. 5.8. The positive
is that the possible phase matching region exists, and therefore the device can function for
SPDC and SFWM.
The missing data region was right at 369 nm, where the device would need to function to
interface with ytterbium trapped ion quantum memories. The expectation with the previously
measured data would be that the devices would follow the same trend 20 to 30 nms lower in
wavelength but this hypothesis needed to be confirmed. To accomplish this measurement a
number of steps needed to be accomplished. First, the CW Ti:Sapphire needed to be used
to obtain the fine step size needed to resolve the resonances with only an FSR of 350 pm.
Any of the other lasers at hand, when coupled with a measurement devices, such as an optical
spectrum analyzer (OSA) would have only given a few data points per resonance. The resonant
doubler needed to be precisely tuned to peak at 369.5 nm since the long SHG crystal gives high
doubling power but at a given angle the optical bandwidth is around 2 nm. This configuration
gives an optical bandwidth of 1 nm at the SHG wavelength, enough to capture 3 resonances,
as shown before in Fig. 5.5. The last piece was added control of the laser tuning and for image
processing of the resonance as each FSR was excited. The result from these optimizations to
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Figure 5.8: Characterization of the microresonators in the ultraviolet to the visible. (Top left)
Free spectral range, (Top right) Quality factor, (Bottom left) Group index, and (Bottom right)
Pink region is the range of index matched group indices that will result in photon generation.
the system was measurements at 369 nm that matched the prior trends in the collected data
shown in 5.9, confirming the device was functioning as designed. After these measurements
were completed, the doubler was upgraded to have automatic tuning of 369 ± 25 nm allowing
a quicker turn around on sample measurements.
Figure 5.9: Q and Group index plots with the added data at 369 nm. The trend for the device
held true down to 369 nm.
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The results of the characterization data proved that the devices were capable of obtaining
phase matching conditions with a given set of pump wavelengths to create other frequencies.
This was extremely important to confirm as this proves the viability of generating bi/entangled
photon pairs in these materials. To confirm this was in-fact experimentally possible the devices
were tested for their nonlinear response. In this configuration the pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser
(Coherent Mira) with a wavelength around 795 nm, a pulse width of 100 fs, a repetition rate
of 80 MHz, and an average power attenuated down to 10’s of mWs was sent via free space
into an aspheric lens for coupling and then to the input port of the AlN waveguides. The AlN
waveguides which were tested were designed for singlemode operation at an incident wavelength
of 800 nm. The pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser excited the waveguides and generated a visible SHG
signal at 397.5 nm, a very pleasant violet color. This waveguide being singlemode for 795
nm was multimode at 397.5 nm, allowing 3 modes of the SHG to exist. Consequently so, the
waveguide was extremely lossy for this wavelength with most of the SHG signal scattering out
of the waveguide. Even with this added loss at the SHG wavelength there was a measurable
signal level that was collected in an optical fiber from the exit waveguide and was sent to a
spectrometer (Horriba) with the spectrum plotted against the fundamental in Fig. 5.10. In
the figure the resonances are visible in the fundamental signal (red trace) and barely visible
in the SHG signal (blue trace). This means that the phase matching was mostly happening
in the waveguide and not in the ring. The width of the SHG signal is narrower than the
fundamental due to the self limiting nature of these nonlinear processes, where a field that
is not strong enough does not contribute to the resulting second harmonic field. Hence, the
wings of the fundamental signal are trimmed in the SHG signal.
The observation of the SHG signal was an important milestone as it proves phase matching
exists in the device and allows for the generation of other frequencies. Since these nonlinear
processes are reversible, sending in a signal at 397.5 nm would produce an entangled pair of
photons at 795 nm. In this configuration the waveguide would be multimode for the pump
wavelength (which is robust to the loss due to an plethora of photons in the laser beam) and
singlemode for the wavelength of interest (the bi/entangled pair) allowing low loss propagation
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Figure 5.10: ((Left) Image showing the waveguide producing violet light from and input
infrared pump laser. (Middle) Far field image of the output mode, showing the center mode
which contains the fundamental and the SHG, and the higher order SHG modes that exist in
the waveguide. (Right) Spectral plot of the fundamental pulsed pump (Coherent Mira) with
the measured SHG output superimposed (Horriba spectrometer).
and strong confinement in the waveguide. These photon pairs would be created by SPDC as
would be the case here since SHG was the defining parent process, but this does not rule out
that there was also the generation of photon pairs at 795 nm ± nFSRs (where n is an integer)
from the process of SFWM. With the group index so flat, the field overlap of the pump, signal,
idler close to identical since they are all roughly the same wavelength, and singlemode in the
same waveguide it is very likely that SFWM did occur. Unfortunately at the time, the correct
filters to separate the pump wavelength (mW power) from the entangled photon pairs (fW
power) only separated by 1 nm were not available to give the required 130 dB of filtering. The
components required to perform this filtering have arrived and will be utilized for a future set
of experiments.
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Foundry Level Fabrication
6.1 Transitioning from University to Foundry
The quantum field for the last couple decades produced world-class proof-of-concept demon-
strations validating theory and pushed hard on the experimental research but were always
limited by engineering challenges that came with scaling the systems [99, 100] . These engi-
neering challenges have been a real hurdle, limiting the development of quantum technologies
to very specialized, low volume production facilities, whether they be academia, government,
or industry. In the last 3 to 5 years the engineering challenges have begun to be solved making
a surge of research possible with these newly able to be scaled quantum systems. There has
been such momentum that companies or portions of companies have become centered around
quantum technologies such as superconducting [101, 102], trapped ions [103], and photon [104]
based qubits. This is a groundbreaking advance for the field, though there are still challenges
to overcome. Particularly, for many of the technologies, the components are still produced in
low volume, and this is where transitioning to a high volume foundry level production facility is
crucial to accelerate the fields growth. When one looks at the technology from a fundamental
level, the need is for qubits, and lots of identical/nearly identical qubits. This is an impossible
request to ask for a university facility, but the everyday output of a commercial foundry.
Looking at the silicon photonics community, foundries have existed across the globe with
devices have being fabricated, packaged, and sold as commercial products for years. The fun-
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damental difference with the quantum photonics community is the need for extrememly low
propagation loss devices as many of the required devices have conventional telecommunication
analogues. When one is dealing with low to single photon level signal levels, the typical losses
of conventional integrated photonics is an immediate crutch [105]. To overcome this limita-
tion over the last 3 years there has been a two pronged approach with this research which will
be discussed. First, team with a commercial foundry, American Institute for Manufacturing
Photonics (AIM Photonics), to reduce the propagation loss of silicon and silicon nitride waveg-
uides in a commercial foundry. While concurrently pairing with a research foundry, College of
Nanoscale Science and Engineering (CNSE) to introduce ultrawide-bandgap materials into a
300 mm foundry line.
6.2 Wide-bandgap Materials in a Foundry
Capitalizing on the existing CMOS foundry capabilities has allowed a rapid acceleration in the
production of complex integrated photonic circuits. This is due to the fact that two excellent
photonic materials, silicon (1.14 eV, transparency to 1100 nm), and silicon nitride (3.5 eV,
transparency is poor below 400 nm) already exist in the CMOS foundry lines. The foundry
can use the same cleanroom, tools, and processes which are used to make conventional CMOS
for the fabrication of integrated photonics. This is the stepping point which allowed the field
to begin, grow, and now flourish. Though, simply staying with this technology and producing
photonic devices from a standard CMOS line will not get you the best devices, but it will
produce functioning devices optimize from. The notable factors to optimize are smoother
etches and higher crystallinity of the waveguides to reduce scattering loss, removal of defects
or dopants from the waveguide to reduce absorption, and careful placement of higher index or
absorbing material which can change the field confinement of the waveguide. After carefully
considering all these parameters that needed to be altered, we decided to partner with AIM
Photonics to push the foundry level fabrication to a point where one could fabricate world
class integrated photonics for quantum applications.
The partnership started around three years ago to address the need to create quantum
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photonic devices that were not feasible to fabricate with enough repeatability in a university
cleanroom. The evolution of devices, specifically a photon source in this case, is shown in Fig.
6.1, show where both an increase in repeatability and circuit complex is apparent. At this
point though, the overall functionality of the circuit was more of a concern and the typical
optical propagation loss of the waveguides (Si 3-4 dB/cm, SiN 4 dB/cm) was just a limitation
on the propagation distance of the photon. Thus, these devices still proved that quantum
devices could be created in a commercial foundry [106].
Figure 6.1: (a) and (b) Photons sources fabricated at CNF. (c) and (d) Photon sources fabri-
cated at a small company. (e-g) Photon sources fabricated at the AIM Photonics foundry.
Once this threshold was reached, from then (2 years ago) to present the focus has been
with the foundry to iterate on the process for creating the photonics with the goal of reducing
the propagation loss of the waveguides to record levels. Since this is a commercial foundry, we
are not allowed in for the fabrication and numerous fabrication aspects are proprietary, but
our part was to throughly model and simulate the structures, analyze and test the devices,
and verify structures as the fabrication process was changed. This meant full characterization
of the devices for coupling and propagation loss, feature sizes (designed vs. fabricated), and
device uniformity performance across the 300 mm wafer. The individual aspects of the data
are not important for this discussion, but the important point is this crucial fast feedback to
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the foundry was the key to success. Through these combined efforts the propagation loss of
the waveguides has reached record low loss (Si 0.4 dB/cm, SiN 0.2 dB/cm) and continues to
be reduced. The second important point is that the silicon nitride is now in a low loss regime
where it can be used for quantum photonics in the visible wavelength regime exploiting it to
the full potential of its wide bandgap [107]. Lastly, this level of collaboration has allowed the
fabrication of one of the most complex 300 mm quantum photonic wafers from a commercial
foundry as shown in Fig. 6.2. The devices, spanning both visible and infrared wavelengths,
covers the entire necessity of functions, (i) production of the photons, (ii) manipulation and
processing of the photons, and (iii) detection and analysis of the photons.
Figure 6.2: Photograph of the 300 mm quantum photonics wafer. (left inset) Designed reticle
comprising of 12 chips, and 44 subcells. (righ inset) Photograph of one of the 65 fabricated
reticles on the 300 mm wafer.
6.3 Ultrawide-bandgap Materials in a Foundry
The need for a versatile integrated photonics platform is well addressed by silicon and silicon
nitride but is still lacking in some key capabilities. These include the electro-optic effect
(requires a non-centrosymmetric crystal), operation below 400 nm, and access to a second
order nonlinearity, χ(2). Aluminum nitride satisfies all of these criteria and exists in commercial
electronic foundries [108] for high power electronics. The hurdle is that quality of material
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does not meet the standards for integrated photonics. The existing material is not of optical
quality, but it does mean the material is compatible with a standard CMOS foundry process,
a huge hurdle to have overcome. This lead to the relatively new collaboration with CNSE on
how to incorporate optical quality AlN into a 300 mm foundry line.
The first step was to design structures and a corresponding layout that the photolithogra-
phy masks could be produced from as shown in Fig. 6.3. The design rules were that features
needed to be greater than 200 nm, and there are only two metal layers. With these rules in
mind, this meant that the structures would be for infrared wavelengths, a plus since the loss
in AlN is really low and the scattering due to Rayleigh is minimal. The metal layers are a
beneficial bonus for creating electrodes and exploiting the electro-optic effect to produce index
changes for modulation.
Figure 6.3: Designed AlN structures to be fabricated through both the typical and damascene
fabrication methods at CNSE.
The design consists of arrays of ring resonators for optical filtering and the generation of
bi/entangled photon states which will directly interface with the telecommunications wave-
length fiber networks. The second set of devices on the lower right side are Mach-Zehnder
modulators for the modulation of incoming optical signals. These particular electrodes are
designed for low speed proof-of-concept devices, with high speed modulation as a goal for
future research.
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The waveguides will be fabricated at CNSE with two different processes, traditional RIE
(as described in chapter 3) and damascene [109]. The damascene process uses pre-existing
structures to define where the deposited material will remain after growth and polishing of
each subsequent deposited layer. In both cases, the AlN will be deposited by atomic layer
deposition on a silicon handle wafer which has 2 µm of thermal oxide grown on it. The
traditional process will pattern the ALD AlN and use photolithography and RIE to define
the waveguides before an oxide upper cladding is deposited. These waveguides post RIE but
before deposition of the upper cladding are shown in Fig. 6.4.
Figure 6.4: (Top) SEM image of atomic layer deposited (ALD) AlN on SiO2 and then reac-
tive ion etched to create the waveguides. (Bottom left) Damascene created optical waveguides.
(Bottom right) Damascene optical waveguide with an etch stop of SiN to aid in trench fabri-
cation.
Turning now to the damascene processing of the AlN, there are two fabrication scenarios.
The first is that the thermal oxide is patterned via photolithography, then etched to produce
the waveguide trenches, ALD AlN is deposited, the surface is chemical-mechanical polished
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(CMP) to flatten to the thermal oxide layer leaving only the AlN in the trenches, and then
deposit the oxide upper cladding. The second scenario deposits a layer of SiN as an etch stop
on the thermal oxide, then deposits more oxide in which to define the waveguide trenches, with
the rest of the process the same as previously described. The damascene process provides a
reliable and repeatable method for creating waveguides in tough to etch materials such as AlN.
This method also provides a method of inserting photonic quality AlN directly in the CMOS
line.
Foundries now have reached the low material loss regime and will quickly expand in the pro-
duction of quantum and quantum enabled devices. New materials which existed in university
or specialized cleanrooms are beginning to be considered necessary in large scale production
lines, opening up avenues for unconventional devices to be fabricated on a commercial scale.
These unconventional materials will also serve as the intermediary material linking heteroge-
neous photonic and quantum technologies together, and one day transitioning to combining
all the required components into one material system.
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Chapter 7
Broadband Photon Source
7.1 Broadband Photon Source
Bright sources of bi/entangled photons pairs are immensely useful for any number of different
experiments in any quantum optics laboratory [110–112]. In many cases, it is ideal to have the
source of photons as a separate entity from the experiment to be accomplished. Specifically
with quantum integrated photonic circuits, the source of photons is not always included on the
chip, or an on-chip source may not be bright enough (high enough photon flux) to compensate
for the optical loss. These variables included with the general usefulness of a bright photon
emitter is the reason this source was constructed.
~P (t) = ε0[χ
(1) ~E(t) + χ(2) ~E2(t) + χ(3) ~E3(t) + χ(4) ~E4(t) + ...] (7.1.1)
Stepping back to the fundamental concept of pair generation there are a number of variables
that need to be considered in the construction of a bright source. First, one would like to select
a material with a second order nonlinearity, χ(2), as it is the lowest order, highest efficiency
nonlinear term. This then puts a constraint on the materials since the crystal must be non-
centrosymmetric to have the χ(2) term. Secondly, the second order term relies on the ~E2(t) of
the pump field. Therefore, a higher field strength, the higher the probability of generation. To
increase the field strength and material interaction length the most straightforward method is
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to confine the light to an optical waveguide. Lastly, picking a material with an accessible high
nonlinear coefficient which may require using a material that is periodically poled. Periodic
poling is the process where alternating domains are introduced into a crystal to allow for phase
matching (energy and momentum conservation) to occur [113–115]. This method is often used
when a strong nonlinear axis in a material cannot achieve phase matching via the materials
inherent birefringence or any other means [116, 117].
Table 7.1: Here, φ is approximately 0.335 and ∆ng = |ng1 − ng2|.
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The material system that met these requirements was a periodically poled potassium ti-
tanyl phosphate (PPKTP) waveguide from ADVR. The periodic poling gives access to the
largest coefficient axis ((d33 , 14 pm/V) for type-0 SPDC (pump, signal, idler are all the same
polarization) in the KTP crystal. The PPKTP waveguide is 20 mm in length, with a mode
field of 7 µm, pump, signal/idler index of refractions of 1.7497 and 1.7282 respectively, and
a pump power of 7 mW. Utilizing the equation above for Type-0 singlemode SPDC, a pair
generation rate of greater than 58×109 pairs/sec can be achieved [118].
7.1.1 Experimental Configuration
The goal of the source was to be roughly turn-key, with fiber-based components utilized
wherever possible as shown in 7.1. The source begins with a 775 nm tunable diode laser
(New Focus Velocity) which is followed by a polarization controller and a fiber polarizing
beamsplitter to control the optical power used to pump the PPKTP crystals (this is our
attenuator). The reason for these components is so the pump laser can remain at a constant
power level to maintain lasing stability far from cavity threshold.
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Figure 7.1: (Top) Layout schematic of the entire source from laser to detectors. (Bottom)
Photograph of the source with a full component description in the text.
Following the fiber polarizing beamsplitter, the pump light is routed to a 1x2 fiber splitter
where each of those legs encounters a polarization controller to optimize the pump polarization
before entering the PPKTP waveguide. Next, the pump light passes through the PPKTP
waveguide where the pump light generates signal/idler pairs collected in the output fiber and
sent to a free space fiber bench. Located in the fiber bench is a stack of 1310 nm long-wave
pass semrock filters to remove the rest of the pump light from the optical path before sending
the signal/idler pairs to polarization controllers and a 2x2 fiber coupler. This coupler allows
a mixture of the pairs resulting in an N − photon, 0− photon± 0− photon,N − photon state,
called a N00N state, created from two singlemode non-classical (squeezed) states [119–121].
The resulting photons are then sent to measurement equipment for verification.
Once each PPKTP crystal is confirmed to function as expected, it is necessary to spectrally
overlap the outputs of the two individual PPKTP crystals while the pump wavelength remains
fixed. This is done by tuning the phase matching of each crystal by adjusting the crystal oven
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temperature which in turn changes the crystals index of refraction. The photon flux of the
PPKTP crystals was large enough that the signal/idler signals could be directly viewed on an
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) as seen in Fig. 7.2. This made it very efficient to spectrally
overlap the output of each crystal and verify the spectrums stability. It should also be noted
that since these crystals are Type-0 phased matched, the resulting phase matched bandwidth
is very broad, over 200 nm. Analyzing the data from these traces, confirms the generation
rate of 58×109 pairs/sec from each source.
After the two sources were aligned, each was connected to the polarization controllers,
then the 2x2 splitter, and each output is then routed to a superconducting nanowire single
photon detector (SNSPD) with a timing counter (picoquant Hydraharp). The saturated count
rate of the SNSPDs is 10×106 with an ideal rate of 3×106 which the source immediately
surpassed. Adjusting the pump laser attenuator at the beginning of the source reduced the
photon generation rate into the detectors range. At the new pump power of 20 µWs, the source
produced 3 million singles counts per second, and coincidence in the 100,000 counts per second
range. If a reduced spectral bandwidth of the source is required narrowband telecommunication
filters will be placed in the fiber benches, and then optimize the coincidence signal by changing
the crystal ovens temperature. For the general realm of quantum optics experiments this is
a high enough photon flux for reasonable detector integration times and to overcome most
optical losses in a system. The system can also be packaged into a rack mountable unit if
required to be moved lab-to-lab or into the field.
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Figure 7.2: (Clockwise from upper left) OSA spectral plot from a single PPKTP show that
tuning the crystals oven temperature by 2◦ Celsius allows the spectral output to go from
spectral non-degeneracy to spectral degeneracy.
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Quantum systems are an extremely powerful resource for sensing, communications, networking,
and information processing/computing. One of the main difficulties in scaling these systems
is due to the fragile nature of the entanglement between the qubits. This destruction, called
decoherence, can be caused from both internal and external perturbations to the system,
such as but not limited, to temperature fluctuations, propagation loss, fabrication errors, and
extraneous electro-magnetic fields. Creating a system in a monolithic platform minimizes
the variables that would otherwise need to be controlled in a bulk optics-based system (loss,
temperature, shielding, etc.), giving scalability to the system. The research results described
in this document show that to date significant strides have been made towards accomplishing
that goal.
The ultraviolet regime is a challenging area to work since most materials exhibit strong
absorption and hence the re-emission is in the form of parasitics (Raman, Brillouin) giving
a red shifted photon background adding to the noise floor. In this research we were able to
show that propagation loss at 369.5 nm is several tens of orders of magnitude lower than
the propagation loss shown by Stegmaier et al. for 400 nm wavelength in an AlN on SiO2
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platform [98]. Furthermore, the crystalline AlN on sapphire material in our platform, just like
any other crystalline material, allow for refined Raman and other parasitic processes to be
localized and minimized [122]. Although the UV single mode propagation loss presented here
is higher than that shown in SiN-on-SiO2 multimode and planar waveguides for wavelength
at the lower end of the visible spectrum [123, 124] and silica-on-silicon waveguides in theory
for UV and VIS [125, 126], SiN-on-SiO2 and silica-on-silicon platforms are limited to passive
components and thermo-optic tuners [127]. Furthermore, silica waveguides are low index
contrast making them not ideal for compact, high-density, large-scale photonic integration.
Hence, this AlN on sapphire platform, to date, has the record-low waveguide propagation loss
down to UV wavelength for active optical materials with χ(2) properties and supports chip-
scale, compact, CMOS-compatible integration [98, 128]. Nonetheless, we believe that there
are many sources of loss that can be eliminated or improved upon. One of the main causes for
the propagation loss is interface scattering from the roughness of the AlN waveguide sidewalls
from etching and this will be addressed in the future research. To reduce the propagation loss
by a few orders of magnitude, waveguides are designed such that the optical mode overlaps
minimally with the sidewalls reducing scattering [93]. Furthermore, the current waveguide
fabrication is optimized for vertical sidewalls so that the photonic components experimentally
match well with the simulated design. As such, the reactive-ion etching necessitates a fast
physical etch that causes the sidewalls to be rougher than could be possible with a more
chemical etch. Sidewall roughness of less than 0.1 nm is often the benchmark for achieving
interface scattering close to that of the bulk scattering limit of optical materials [129]. It may
be possible to further optimize the etching parameters to reduce loss. In addition, there is
an inherent roughness of the top surface of the AlN thin film from the unoptimized growth
(an active research area). As AlN grown on top of sapphire is still not at the level of silicon
on insulator (SOI) wafers made by Smart-Cut® technology used in conventional integrated
photonic platforms [130], we expect there to be room for improvements. Finally, the AlN thin
film we use is crystalline in the growth direction and polycrystalline in the in-plane direction.
Replacing this material with a completely crystalline AlN thin film grown on top of sapphire
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should result in a lower dislocation density and defect density, thereby improving the purity
of our material so that it would behave closer to what is expected of bulk AlN. Furthermore,
the crystallinity of single-crystal AlN grown on top of sapphire has been shown to improve
significantly by high temperature annealing [131].
This work shows the highest demonstrated resonator Q factor in the UV, as well as higher
VIS resonator Q factor than in previous AlN on SiO2 work [27]. As the AlN thin film shown
in this work is crystalline with fewer absorptive defects and dislocation density than the
polycrystalline AlN in previous work, AlN on sapphire can in principle support wavelength
into the deep UV; SiN has been shown to have significant optical absorption in wavelengths
less than 470 nm and down into the UV range due to silicon incorporation into the layers
inherent in the SiN growth [132]. Due to this, even though state-of-the-art SiN on SiO2 has
lower single mode waveguide loss compared to AlN single mode waveguides in the visible
wavelength, AlN photonics perform well into the UV regime. Furthermore, AlN has a high
piezoelectric coefficient and moderately high electro-optic coefficient for phase and amplitude
modulation, allowing for low power consumption active optical components. Finally, AlN’s
high thermal conductivity κ and small thermo-optic coefficient dn/dT allows devices to be
less sensitive to temperature fluctuations, which is important for many quantum applications.
This work describes the strides that have been made to push the envelope of commercials
foundries to create quantum photonic devices on a manufacturable scale. Through partnerships
with AIM Photonics and CNSE, the optical loss has been reduced to record breaking levels
where high quality quantum devices are being produced. Through the partnership with CNSE,
the introduction of novel materials into the foundry line will allow a rapid increase in not only
the quality but also the type of quantum devices that can even be fabricated. Thus, making
the linkage of heterogeneous qubit technologies, and coherent quantum transduction between
them a reality.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a PIC platform based on the crystalline, wurtzite AlN
on top of a sapphire substrate. Both AlN and sapphire are ultra-wide bandgap (6.2 eV [133] and
8.8 eV [134], respectively) and transparent from the UV to the mid-infrared [30, 135, 136]. We
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observe record-high quality factors exceeding 20,000 down to 369.5 nm, which corresponds to
record-low propagation loss at 369.5 nm for active optical materials that have χ(2) properties.
The nonlinear, electro-optic, and piezo-electric properties of AlN make it a promising active
material for controlling and connecting atomic and atom-like quantum memories, coherent
quantum transduction, entangled photon generation, and frequency conversion.
8.1.2 Future Research
Aluminum nitride is proving to be a very promising optical material and gaining a foothold in
the integrated photonics community. This is a huge benefit for integrated photonics because
most χ(2) materials such as lithium niobate do not appear in the CMOS fabrication line,
whereas aluminum nitride already does. The aluminum nitride that exists in the CMOS line
right now is not optical quality but meant as an insulator for high voltage electronic circuitry.
That being said, the material does exist in the foundry line, which brings up the question can
it be utilized for photonic waveguides [137, 138]. This is exactly why a partnership was created
with CNSE, where CNSE utillizes our designs and fabricates 300 mm wafer of aluminum nitride
devices. The devices will be fabricated through two processes, (i) standard photolithography
and a reactive ion etch to create the waveguides, and (ii) a damascene process where the
silicon dioxide is patterned through photolithography, etched, the aluminum nitride is grown
into patterned trenches, and then the wafer is chemical mechanical polished to remove the
excess material. In either case the aluminum nitride is expected to be polycrystalline which
will add scattering loss in the ultraviolet but this is precisely why the designs are weighted
towards the far visible and near infrared, which is also a region of low absorption for aluminum
nitride.
The first important set of devices on these wafers consist of electro-optic devices for mod-
ulation and tunable direction couplers and are expected to be delivered early summer of 2020.
These are fundamental structures for building quantum information processors since these
control the phase applied to the state, and the amplitude weighting in a specific waveguide
allowing for entangling operations to occur. When these two components are combined the
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resulting device is a Mach-Zehnder modulator, a key component to information processing
(the same device can model a neuron in a neural network, or a N ×N switch in a telecommu-
nications system). These devices will be evaluated for their effective tuning range and phase
shifting capability. If successful, this will allow access to an electro-optic material in a CMOS
foundry, a critical milestone for high speed, low power photonic devices.
The second set of devices on these wafers are arrays of single bus microring resonators
to be used as filters and bi/entangled photon generators. The microring resonators on this
particular fabrication run will be passive devices to reduce the fabrication complexity and
to aid in measuring the device loss and dispersion without any absorbing material nearby,
such as metal. The confinement of the microring resonators allows for a high field intensity
in the cavity, increasing the likelihood that pump photons will be converted into bi-photon
pairs through SPDC or SFWM. Generation and validation of bi-photon pair production in
the CMOS foundry fabricated aluminum nitride waveguides is the second experiment to be
performed.
Incorporation of a quantum memory is a needed task for quantum repeaters. There are
any instantiations quantum memories, with a few examples being defect sites in materials such
as diamond, silicon carbide, quantum dots, or trapped ions. This experiment would involve
a number of different tasks. First is to incorporate the quantum memory into the platform.
This is relatively easy with defect sites as the device can be fabricated on a different platform
and transferred to the aluminum nitride platform. With trapped ions or any charged parti-
cle it is more difficult as the particle will interact with objects near it, degrading the qubit
performance. Therefore, care must be taken to isolate those qubits while creating an on chip
aluminum nitride surface ion trap. Lastly, dispersion engineering of the photon device (micror-
ing resonator, photonic crystal cavity, etc.) must occur so the wavelength of the memory and
the wavelength of the network are phase matched for efficient coherent frequency conversion.
This experiment will be performed at AFRL with the quantum information processing group,
the quantum networking group, RIT, SUNY Poly, and MIT.
The second experiment is to combine superconducting quantum circuits fabricated in nio-
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bium nitride with aluminum nitride opto-mechanical/optical circuits [139, 140]. Supercon-
ducting quantum circuits serve as a very stable, and scalable platform for both quantum
information processing, and quantum memories. Most of the largest quantum information
processors to date are created with superconducting qubits (Google IBM, Rigetti). The su-
perconducting qubits are great for local operations (near neighbor interactions) with the final
qubit readout occurring in the microwave region. Due to the fact that the read out is in the
microwave regime, a low energy interaction is required to coherently transfer the quantum
information to a different qubit. In this experiment we will utilize the piezo-electric properties
of an aluminum nitride opto-mechanical resonator and couple that vibrational mode with a su-
perconducting circuit to coherently transduce a microwave photon to the telecommunications
regime. This experiment will be performed at AFRL with the quantum information processing
group, the hybrid superconducting group, RIT, SUNY Poly, and Syracuse University.
The future of aluminum nitride is extremely promising for the photonics industry. The
appealing properties such as an ultrawide-bandgap, a second order nonlinearity, electro-optic
effect, piezo-electric effect, acousto-optic effect, CMOS compatibility etc. poise aluminum
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